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Abstract: Increasingly, demanding environmental standards reflect the need for improved energy
efficiency and reduced externalities in the transportation sector. Reference driving cycles provide
standard speed profiles against which future developments and innovations may be tested. In the
paper, we develop such profiles for a class of electric L-category vehicles, which are anticipated to play
an increasing future role in urban areas. While such driving cycles exist for regular L-category vehicles,
these may not be suitable in the case of electric vehicles, due to their power output limitations. We
present a methodology for deriving these new driving cycles, developed from empirically deduced
power relationships, before demonstrating their application under different assumptions on the
terrain and vehicle characteristics. The applications demonstrate the feasibility of the method in
developing appropriate driving patterns for alternative real-world contexts. On flat terrain, the
adjustments made to cope with the power limitations of L-EV do not introduce significant differences
in energy consumption, suggesting that the certification does not require extensive modification.
However, when considering road slope, differences of up to 5% in energy use and up to 10% in
regenerated energy were observed, showing the importance of the developed method for assessing
vehicle performance in real-world driving.

Keywords: vehicle specific power; driving cycle; regenerative braking; powered light vehicle; e-bike;
micro-mobility

1. Introduction

Due to the severe problems, such as global warming and harm to human health, caused
by internal combustion engine-powered vehicles, electric vehicles have been attracting
increasing attention [1–3]. They enable higher energy efficiency without exhaust emissions,
and the use of electricity incorporating higher percentages of renewable energy resources
plays a significant role in enabling improved life-cycle impacts compared to conventional
technologies [4,5]. The inventory of electric vehicles continues to increase significantly, with
over 7 million vehicles worldwide in 2019 [6]. Furthermore, their purchase cost barriers
are expected to be alleviated by the anticipated evolution in battery technology [6,7].
Consequently, electric vehicles are expected to be the main mode of personal passenger
transport in the future.

Furthermore, urban mobility brings additional challenges in terms of use of space,
parking requirements, and the associated drive cycle, bringing opportunities for small
electric vehicles, which have the particular benefits of small size, low cost, and low energy
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consumption for short-distance travelling [8]. While many different names and classifi-
cations exist for such vehicles around the world, we refer to them as L-category electric
vehicles, following the terminology used in Europe and based on the class of vehicles that
is specifically used in our case study [9]. This class of vehicles is framed within the L7
category for quadricycles, whose unladen mass is not more than 400 kg (not including the
mass of batteries in the case of electric vehicles) and whose maximum net engine power
does not exceed 15 kW [10]. These small vehicles are generally within the M1 category
according to the UNECE global technical regulations [11,12]. However, this classification
changes over the geographical area. In India, quadricycles must comply with the maximum
permissible kerb weight of 450 kg in case of a passenger vehicle, up to 15 kW maximum
power and a maximum speed of 70 km/h [13]. In Korea, these vehicles are included within
the concept of micro-mobility, defining maximum allowable dimensions (length up to
3.6 m, width up to 1.5 m, height up to 2.0 m), as well as a maximum power of 15 kW
and a maximum mass of 600 kg [14]. In the U.S., quadricycles fall within the class of
Low-Speed Vehicles, whose speed attainable in 1.6 km (1 mile) is more than 32 km/h and
lower than 40 km/h, also limiting Gross Vehicle Weight Rating up to 1134 kg due to safety
purposes [15,16]. Elsewhere, other regional rules can apply, however it can be stated that,
generally, quadricycles represent a mobility opportunity due to their small size, low power
and weight, energy efficiency, and suitability for all types of drivers.

With their more efficient use of space due to their small size, the increased use of
L-category electric vehicles has the potential to reshape urban mobility. One of the main
applications is as the first-mile or last-mile access mode for a longer journey [17]. Especially
under epidemic situations, L-category electric vehicles could be a good option to decrease
infection spread by reducing public transport use for those who cannot afford conventional
electric vehicles. The relatively low purchase and operating costs of such vehicles also pro-
vide them with the potential to better address concerns over social inequalities concerning
energy poverty [18].

Thus, although the current market for L-category vehicles is relatively small (San-
tucci et al., 2016, estimated around 10,000 had been sold within EU countries by that date),
their great potential in benefiting our lives suggests they deserve greater attention. Indeed,
as the market analysis model forecasts have shown [19], their sales volume is likely to
continue to grow for the foreseeable future. One of the first examples of these L-category
electric vehicles was the Renault Twizy [20], launched in 2012, with a more recent (2020)
example the Citröen Ami [21], suggesting that this type of vehicle is seen as an opportu-
nity by major vehicle manufacturers. According to the plan approved by the European
Commission for achieving clean urban transport, the goal is that “by 2050 nearly all cars,
vans, buses as well as new heavy-duty vehicles will be zero-emission” [22], while at the
same time encouraging the use of smaller, lighter and more specialized road passenger
vehicles [8], namely focused on micro-mobility.

The popularization of L-category electric vehicles will most probably be fostered
by the increasingly accepted concept of micro-mobility and mobility as a service, but its
adoption relies on the existence of a correlated test procedure necessary to ensure their
production consistency and to meet the requirements of consumers, namely regarding en-
ergy consumption. For M-category (light-duty vehicles, passenger cars and vans, carrying
passengers) electric vehicles, certification driving cycles and procedures are well estab-
lished. However, their representativeness can be discussed, since differences have been
found between energy use within certification cycles and real-world conditions [23–26].
Consequently, even for M-category vehicles, the pursuit of representative drive cycles for
alternative vehicle technologies based on real-world use has also started to be explored.
For example, Zhang et al. developed tailored driving cycles for electric vehicles based on
a sample of 40 electric taxis, by developing a Markov Monte Carlo method considering
the driving features of different roads [27]. Defining a driving cycle for a test procedure is
the main basis for assessing vehicle performance [28,29], particularly for electric vehicles
where regeneration plays an important role in the gross energy consumption.
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A detailed test procedure is available for a different type of L-category vehicle to
that considered in the present paper, namely those powered by an internal combustion
engine [30]. However, since L-category vehicles have power and weight limits (without a
battery), additional mass associated with energy storage could limit the power-to-weight
ratio, possibly leading to differences in their driving capabilities, as has been observed from
comparisons of conventional L-category vehicles and electric ones [31,32]. Problems may
therefore arise if the driving cycle of a conventional L-category vehicle is applied to the
performance assessment of electric modes, such as the electric ones being unable to follow
the driving cycle due to their small-rated power-to-weight output.

Due to the short running distance of L-category electric vehicles, they are more suitable
for urban utilization. In real-world driving, traffic conditions are much more complex than
the ones considered in driving cycles [33]. One study quantified that traffic conditions and
driving behaviour may increase energy consumption by up to 40% and 16%, respectively,
compared to the worst performance condition [34]. Regarding road grade, ascending
roads (with 3% grade) increased energy consumption by 50% while descending roads
(−3% grade) decreased energy consumption by 80%, due to the presence of regenerative
braking systems. These facts may lead to more difficulty for L-category electric vehicles in
real driving, such as on hilly terrain where acceleration is limited due to their power output.

Additionally, in urban driving, vehicles are periodically under stop-and-go situa-
tions [35] (e.g., resulting from many traffic lights), which will cause much energy loss if
the energy regeneration technology is missing [25]. With regards to the L-category electric
vehicles on the market, most of them do not include energy recovery devices leading
to lower energy efficiency performance. Energy loss will be significant if the vehicle is
travelling downhill where brake actions are necessary to ensure safety and to be within
the speed limit. Furthermore, a better understanding of real-world performance in specific
routes, acknowledging the influence of road grade and traffic, may also contribute to better
route optimization and charging optimization systems [36,37].

Therefore, it has been shown that M-category vehicles have well-established certifica-
tion procedures but do not incorporate real driving energy consumption in a generalized
way. For L-category vehicles, the certification procedures are mostly suited to conven-
tional propulsion technologies and do not consider real driving energy use, which gains
importance due to their limited power-to-weight ratio or the possibility of regeneration.
Taking into consideration the emergence of L-category electric vehicles in an urban context
and their power-to-weight limitations, this paper proposes an innovative approach for
evaluating current certification drive cycles available for this vehicle class and compares
them with real-world driving cycles. The impacts of regenerative capabilities and road
grade on the L-category vehicles’ energy performance are also assessed, paving the way for
improved future energy characterization of a growing vehicle market.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Firstly, in Section 2 we describe the previously-
reported experimental data that we will re-purpose for the study, and begin to explain
the specific motivation for our work. In Section 3 we present the details of a generic
methodology for modifying a given reference speed profile to apply to a vehicle with
generally lower power capabilities. This methodology is applied in Section 4 to a particular
case of electric L-category vehicles, where the sensitivity of the method is explored in
tests on fictitious gradient profiles. In Section 5, it is applied to a realistic case of road
profiles from the city of Lisbon. Finally, conclusions and directions for further research are
described in Section 6.

2. Experimental Data Description and Motivation
2.1. Empirical Evidence of L-Category Electric Vehicle Characteristics

The method to be described requires knowledge of the characteristics of the electric
vehicle under study, in particular the relationship between velocity, acceleration, and vehicle
specific power [38]. Here, we draw on the relationships derived in a real-world study of
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electric quadricycles [23]. The general specifications of the quadricycles used as a basis for
this work, are presented in Table 1 and can be found in more detail in reference [23].

Table 1. Specification of test vehicles.

Vehicle Dimensions (m)
Length; Width; Height

Total Weight
w/Batteries (kg) Max. Power (kW) Motor Technology Battery

Technology

Type 1 1.74; 1.03; 1.57 370 4 DC Pb-Acid
Type 2 2.40; 1.03; 1.50 400 4 DC Pb-Acid
Type 3 2.63; 1.32; 1.51 565 8 AC induction Pb-Acid

Let f (v, a;θ(x)) denote the function whose output is the instantaneous Vehicle Specific
Power (VSP) (in W/kg) corresponding to a velocity of v (m/s) and acceleration a (m/s2),
given a parameter vector θ(.) that defines the relevant properties of the vehicle type under
consideration and the local road surface at a given location x. Alves et al. [23] demonstrate
how a simplified form of this relationship may be derived for f (.), of the form:

f (v, a;θ(x)) = (1.1a + 9.81θ1(x) + θ2)v + θ3v3 (1)

where θ1(x), θ2 and θ3 are respectively the grade (in m/m) at location x, coefficient of
rolling resistance (in N/kg) and coefficient of aerodynamic drag (in Ns2/m2kg).

In addition, Alves et al. posited a relationship for the function e(p;β), denoting the in-
stantaneous Energy Consumption Rate (ECR, in Wh/s) corresponding to an instantaneous
VSP of p (W/kg), given parameter vector β (which differs by vehicle type). They supposed
e(.) to be a continuous, piecewise-linear function of the form:

e(p;β) =


β1 p + β2 p < −3
β3 p + β4 −3 ≤ p < 0
β5 p + β6 0 ≤ p < 3
β7 p + β8 p ≥ 3

. (2)

Note that this energy relationship explicitly models negative instantaneous events
arising from negative VSP, arising from the regenerative braking capability of the vehi-
cles considered. While Equation (1) is the main element required to apply our method,
Equation (2) will prove useful in our sensitivity analyses, to judge the consequences of
different assumptions on overall energy consumption.

Relationship (1) will be used later in the paper as the basis for developing relevant
speed profiles, and relationship (2) will be used to assess the energy impacts of alternative
speed profiles. In fact our methodology is rather generic, in that if desired alternative
power and energy relationships may be implemented using the same techniques. Before
continuing we provide some reflection on our choice of (1) and (2) as the basis of our
numerical demonstrations, and discuss how alternative approaches may be implemented:

1. In our analysis we suppose a single value for the coefficient of rolling resistance, θ2
in (1). The methodology used is based on already published work, which follows es-
tablished methods, namely the Vehicle Specific Power (VSP) methodology [23,38–43].
The simplicity and accuracy of the VSP which is followed here, with coefficients pro-
vided from already published work [23] is one of the main strengths of this method.
In reality θ2 may vary over time depending, for example, on whether road surface
conditions are wet or dry. The method we subsequently present is sensitive to the
value of θ2, and so if different values of θ2 were known relevant to the prevailing
weather conditions, then different speed profiles may be deduced relevant to the
situation under study. In addition our method allows sensitivity testing of the impact
of deriving the speed profile with (say) a wet weather θ2 when the weather is in
fact dry; this would follow the same process as we follow in Section 4.2 for testing
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a different parameter, when instead we test the effect of using a profile derived for
flat terrain on a hilly terrain. A simple extension of this would be to represent the
impact of modeller uncertainty by assuming a distribution of true θ2 values, randomly
sampling from this distribution, and then evaluating the performance of a speed
profile derived from some given θ2 = θ̂2.

2. Our methodology and derived speed profiles do not depend on (2); however, this
equation is used to evaluate the energy impacts of the speed profiles, and so this
evaluation is sensitive to the assumed value of the β parameter. The detailed process
for estimating the values in β we shall assume is described in the source reference [23],
based on 1 Hz data in order to represent a large range of driving conditions. Again,
this is based on the scientifically accepted VSP methodology, which uses representative
coefficients obtained from the characteristics of the vehicles studied. For instance,
rolling resistance is based on the tyre properties, and the aerodynamic coefficient
is based on the aerodynamic resistance coefficient and frontal area. Since a modal
analysis is made, the numerical value calculated for VSP based on the coefficients is
the same as that collected under real-world conditions. Consequently, a VSP value
calculated for a speed cycle (based only on speed, acceleration and topography)
corresponds to a certain amount of energy used (monitored, measured) or harvested
under real-world conditions with a similar VSP value. These variables have physical
meaning and are adapted for bicycles, motorcycles, quadricycles, light-duty and
heavy-duty vehicles. However, they do not interfere deeply in the implementation of
VSP, since measured energy consumption values are associated to driving conditions,
allowing the estimation of energy used on a driving cycle without effectively running
that driving cycle with a particular vehicle. If it is desired to test the sensitivity with
respect to β then we note that this is even more easily achieved than testing the impact
of alternative power assumptions, since the derived speed profiles do not depend on
the relationship between energy and VSP, only on the relationship between VSP and
speed, acceleration and the features of the vehicle and physical environment.

3. The remarks in the two points above are examples of a wider issue, whereby it could
be argued that all of the parameters in (1) and (2) have uncertainty associated with
them, either because they vary in the real-world (within or between vehicles, or due
to environmental conditions), or because of modeller uncertainty. Our methodology
is readily applied to study such impacts by the kinds of methods already described
in the two points above. In our later analysis (Section 4) we study one such example
of real variation by exploring the impact of different types of vehicle, as well as
one such example of modeller uncertainty in terms of road topography. Such an
analysis could be repeated with a range of randomly sampled values, to represent
either true variation or modeller uncertainty, and could be repeated for the whole
range of parameters β, θ1(x), θ2 and θ3. On the other hand, when considering VSP
in particular, the use of fixed values for the parameters of the VSP relationship has
been widely studied, with calibration results leading to errors below 5% for electric
vehicles [23]. Consequently, our own subsequent analysis based on fixed parameter
values is unlikely to lead to significant error.

4. Alternative non-linear forms to the ECR relationship (2) may also be considered; the
piecewise-linear form was motivated in the original source paper by considering the
‘breakpoints’ at which different energy consumption states arise. By combining the
above equations for VSP and ECR, the basic assumption is that the instantaneous
energy consumption at time t is related to the vehicle velocity and acceleration at the
same time t. Our ultimate objective will be to adapt a reference speed profile (developed
for a different vehicle technology) to conform to the physical constraints of a new
technology, as captured in the above equations. Alternative methods exist for more
sophisticated analysis of such temporal profiles, such as wavelet transformations, and
these would be particularly suited to future research focused on forecasting [44] or
feature extraction [45].
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In their empirical study [23], Alves et al. estimated the parameters of Equation (1) for
the quadricycle class to be:

θ2 = 0.159 θ3 = 0.984× 10−3 (3)

and estimated the parameters of Equation (2) to differ by the specific type of quadricycle
monitored, as in Table 2.

Table 2. Estimated coefficients for relationship between ECR and VSP for three types of quadricycle.

β1 β2 β3 β4 β5 β6 β7 β8

Type 1 0.12067 0.25192 0.04765 0.11759 0.02083 −0.02056 0.02311 0.02083
Type 2 0.1101 0.26834 0.04526 0.11621 0.02778 −0.02039 0.02379 0.02778
Type 3 0.19095 0.16002 0.05973 0.10772 0.05556 −0.03427 0.04107 0.05556

A final important estimated element was the maximum VSP. Rather than a physical
limit of the battery/vehicle, the estimated value was more of a ‘behavioural limit’, namely
a value below which 99% of the measured VSPs fell in the real-world driving experiments.
These 99th percentile VSPs, which will be used as the maximum VSPs in the methodology
presented below, were estimated (when rounded to the nearest integer) as 9, 9, and 12 for
vehicle types 1, 2, and 3 respectively.

2.2. Reference Driving Cycles for Conventional L-Category Vehicles

Independently from the work described in Section 2.1, the World Harmonised Motor-
cycle Test Cycle (WMTC) is a system of driving cycles, specifically for measuring environ-
mental emissions [46], and which are intended to represent real-world driving conditions.
These are used as part of the detailed technical requirements and test procedures for the
approval of L-category vehicles in the EU. While not developed with the requirements of
electric L-category vehicles in mind, they nevertheless represent an important standard,
and specifically, the two cycles for urban driving conditions (where electric L-category
vehicles will likely operate) represent important reference points for any work designed
at developing new driving cycles. These two cycles will be referred to subsequently in
this paper as (WMTC) Reference Cycles 1 and 2. The speed and acceleration profiles are
displayed later in this report, as comparators as we seek to adjust them.

2.3. Issues with Adopting Reference Cycles for Electric L-Category Vehicles

As motivation for our later work to be presented, we illustrate the problem of directly
combining the evidence and relationships described in Section 2.1 with the reference
cycles in Section 2.2. In Figure 1 WMTC Reference Cycle 2 is illustrated, and in Figure 2,
the implied time-profile of vehicle specific power, if an electric quadricycle (with the
characteristics defined in Section 2.1) were to follow the speed/acceleration profile in
Figure 1 over a flat terrain.

Note that, as intended with the power model developed in [23], both positive and
negative VSP values arise, the negative values corresponding to intervals of regenerative
braking (corresponding to 15.65% of time in WMTC Reference Cycle 2), where the vehicle’s
kinetic energy is converted back to electrical energy. On the other hand, peaks of VSP,
corresponding to acceleration events in the reference cycle, give rise to VSP values that
exceed the maximum of 9 estimated for vehicle type 1 or type 2, with the VSP exceeding
the maximum for 5.16% of the time duration of the driving cycle. In this respect, the
reference cycles are thus not realistic for the performance or driving characteristics of
electric L-category vehicles.
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Figure 2. Implied Vehicle Specific Power for an electric quadricycle following speed profile stipulated
in WMTC Reference Cycle 2 (Flat terrain).

Typically, reference cycles are developed assuming a flat terrain and we are not aware
of corresponding cycles taking gradient into account. As an experiment, though, we repeat
the same test as above, but now instead of assuming a hilly terrain, using the gradient
function described later (see Section 4) which is uphill for the first half of the road section
and downhill for the second, but with the start and endpoints on the same elevation (i.e.,
zero net gain in elevation over the whole profile).

In Figure 3, we can observe more pronounced peaks of the VSP in the first half of the
cycle (on the uphill section of the route), and a lesser violation of the maximum on the
second (downhill) half. This balances out to in fact a lesser overall time (4.83%) exceeding
the VSP bound than the flat-terrain case, and a greater time (17.65%) in negative power
states. More relevant than these summary measures is, however, the fact that when it does
exceed the bound it exceeds it by more, making it even more physically infeasible.
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From these initial experiments, we can highlight some key, distinctive features:

- it is important that the positive impact on energy consumption of regenerative braking,
as uniquely present in electric vehicles, can be captured in any reference profiles;

- the speed/acceleration profiles developed for regular L-category vehicles may not be
attainable by electric L-category vehicles, particular when speed/acceleration is high;

- any adjusted driving cycle for electric L-category vehicles should consider the sensi-
tivity to the gradient of the terrain on which they are driven.

Addressing these features will serve as the main motivation for the present paper.

3. Methodology for Creating Adjusted Speed Profiles
3.1. Goals of Methodology

An overview of the methodology to be applied is presented in Figure 4. It assumes as
inputs (a) a given reference speed profile, and (b) a relationship between VSP and (speed,
acceleration, gradient) for a given vehicle type, along with a maximum VSP. Equivalently
to working with the reference speed profile in (a) we may derive from it a reference
acceleration profile and initial speed at the entry to the road stretch; in addition, a reference
distance-time profile may be deduced. The goal of the adjustment process is to derive an
adjusted acceleration profile that does not violate the given maximum VSP.

At first sight, since high VSP values are typically associated with high acceleration
events, this might seem to be a quite trivial task of simply bounding the acceleration
profile at some given maximum. However, on closer inspection, there are several com-
plications to this process, and it is these considerations that motivate our method (to be
subsequently described):

1. From Equation (1), it can be seen that high VSP values arise from a combination of
speed, acceleration, and gradient; it is not simply that there is a maximum acceleration,
regardless of speed or gradient.
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2. Given speed and gradient, Equation (1) is easily rearranged to make acceleration a
function of VSP, and a maximum acceleration is then deduced given the maximum
VSP. If done in continuous time, then this would indeed impose the maximum VSP
constraint. However, the reference profiles are specified at a given time discretization.
If we compute the maximum acceleration, given the speed at the start of a time
increment, so as to be bounded by the maximum VSP, then by the end of the time
increment the vehicle (since accelerating) will be going faster, and so may violate the
maximum VSP by the end of the time increment.

3. In general, the adjustment process will result in lower acceleration and lower speeds.
As a result, downstream from any adjustment made during an acceleration event,
we may have a deceleration event with physically impossible consequences, i.e., a
negative speed.

4. As noted, the adjustment process will generally result in lower speeds. The reference
speed profiles are intended to represent travel over a road stretch of a given length,
but are specified by a speed profile over a given time period. If the adjusted speed
profile is applied for the same time period, then it will not represent the same length of
road, since by the end of the time period, the vehicle (travelling at lower speeds) will
not have reached the end of the road stretch. Thus, in tandem with adjusting speeds,
a logical method is needed for extending the time period over which the driving cycle
applies, so that it applies to the same road length.
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In brief, points 1 and 2 are addressed by a numerical search (Newton) method at each
time increment, which deduces the maximum acceleration possible at the current location,
given the current gradient, and given the consequential effect of that acceleration on the
speed at the end of the time increment. Point 3 is handled by bounding acceleration so that
the consequential speed at the end of the increment is at least zero. Point 4 is dealt with
essentially by assuming that speed reduction will mean that vehicles will tend to cruise
for longer; it is as if there is a vehicle following the unadjusted speed profile, with which
our adjusted vehicle tries wherever possible to ‘catch up’ in terms of the distance traversed.
Taken together, these three adjustment processes are thus concerned with acceleration,
deceleration, and cruising respectively. The three processes are first described in more
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detail in Section 3.2, Section 3.3, and Section 3.4 respectively, before presenting the overall
algorithm in Section 3.5.

3.2. Acceleration Steps: Bounding of Acceleration

Consider a particular increment of time of length ∆ seconds, and suppose that we are
given the speed u m/s and location from some origin x metres of a vehicle at the start of
the time increment. The aim will be to determine the constant acceleration a m/s2 during
that increment, and thereby the resulting speed v m/s at the end of the time increment.
Clearly by standard equations of motion:

v = u + a∆ (4)

and the location y of the vehicle at the end of the time increment is given by:

y = x + u∆ +
a∆2

2
. (5)

Then, according to Equation (1), we may associate a VSP with any (location, speed,
acceleration) triple (y, v, a). Since we are imagining time increments in the order of seconds,
then the road gradient will hardly change between location y and x, so we approximate
θ1(y) ' θ1(x) for some simplification. Then the VSP at the end of the time increment
f (v, a;θ(x)) is obtained by combining Equations (1), (4) and (5) to give:

f (u + a∆, a;θ(x)) = (1.1a + 9.81θ1(x) + θ2)(u + a∆) + θ3(u + a∆)3. (6)

Thus, given the (location, speed) (x, u) at the start of the time increment, the VSP at
the end of the time increment may be thought of as a function only of the acceleration a,
parameterized by (x, u):

φ(a; x, u) = (1.1a + 9.81θ1(x) + θ2)(u + a∆) + θ3 (u + a∆)3. (7)

By inspection, φ is monotonically increasing in a, and so its inverse function ex-
ists. Let ψ(p; x, u) denote this inverse function for a VSP p given (x, u), i.e., such that:
a = ψ(φ(a; x, u); x, u) ∀a ∈ R.

Now let pmax denote the assumed maximum VSP of a vehicle under consideration. We
may then, by the reasoning above, calculate a maximum acceleration amax corresponding
to the maximum VSP pmax according to amax = ψ(pmax; x, u). Note that this maximum ac-
celeration is not constant, depending through ψ on the current speed u and local conditions
in terms of gradient through x; this is implicitly handled through the method described (so
we could write amax(x, u) to denote this dependence).

Since the inverse function is not available in analytic form, the procedure is to instead
numerically estimate the acceleration a that satisfies φ(a; x, u) = pmax or equivalently
φ(a; x, u)− pmax = 0. This is done via a Newton scheme whereby the (k + 1)th iteration is
given by:

a(k+1) = a(k) −
φ
(

a(k); x, u
)
− pmax

φ′
(
a(k); x, u

) (8)

where φ(a; x, u) is given by (7) and:

φ′(a; x, u) = 1.1(u + a∆) + ∆(1.1a + 9.81θ1(x) + θ2) + 3θ3∆(u + a∆)2. (9)

3.3. Deceleration Steps: Bounding of Deceleration

The adjustments described in Section 3.2 will in general decrease (or leave unaltered)
accelerations and speeds, relative to the reference values. Suppose that we are considering
a particular time-step, and that in a previous time-step the bounding of acceleration has
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indeed resulted in a speed reduction relative to the reference speed. Thus, even before we
consider what might happen in the current time-step, the vehicle may be travelling at a
lower initial speed than the reference speed at the start of the time-step. Now consider
the current reference acceleration; if it is negative, then there is no guarantee that such a
deceleration will be feasible from the initial speed, as it may result in a negative speed by
the end of the time increment. In practice, this is quite a rare occurrence, but it can occur
and lead to physically impossible profiles. Therefore, a simple adjustment is made for
deceleration events, namely that given any time-period (length ∆) and an initial speed at
the start of that time period u, then the acceleration a is bounded below so as the speed at
the end of the time-interval v is no less than zero:

v = u + a∆ ≥ 0 (10)

implying:

a ≥ − u
∆

(11)

3.4. Cruising Steps: “Catching Up” Distance

The third and final type of step is the cruising one. This arises as we aim to specify a
speed profile for a road segment of a given length. The main speed adjustment steps (as
described in Section 3.2) will mean that in the adjusted profile the speeds will generally
be lower than in the reference profile. If we specify the adjusted profile for only the same
number of time steps as the reference profile, a vehicle following that trajectory will then
clearly only traverse part of the road segment by the end of the time period. For a slower
vehicle to traverse the same length as a vehicle following the reference profile, it must travel
for longer in time. The question is: what logic might we use to add additional time periods?

The approach is based on the premise that the variations in speed/acceleration in the
reference profile are associated with spatial (as opposed to temporal) locations on the route,
e.g., intersections, locations where queuing occurs. Therefore, the adjusted speed profile
should, where possible, aim to track the spatial variations in the reference speed profile. It
can be imagined that a vehicle following the (slower) adjusted profile is trying to ‘catch up’
the distance travelled by a vehicle following the reference profile, and so each time it falls
behind it will cruise at the current speed for several time steps. The effect of this, as seen in
Section 4, is that the peaks of the adjusted profile both lag behind those of the reference
profile in time, as well as being somewhat extended; this seems logical behaviorally, that
someone travelling at a slower speed than another vehicle will just maintain that slower
speed for longer to reach the same point.

Suppose then, having applied a step from Section 3.2 or Section 3.3 as appropriate, to a
given reference time increment, the total distance travelled on the adjusted profile so far is
x metres, and the distance travelled using the reference speeds by the end of this reference
time interval is xREF. Then the cumulative lost distance relative to the reference profile is
D = x− xREF. Suppose that when applying the methods of Section 3.2 or Section 3.3 an
adjusted speed of ṽ m/s was determined for the end of the last time increment. If ṽ = 0
then skip this step; so let us assume now that ṽ > 0. Firstly, we determine whether the
vehicle is in a ‘cruising mode’, and if it has reached some desired speed. This is indicated
either by the reference acceleration for the previous period aREF being equal to zero, or by
the fact that the reference acceleration is about to “pass through” zero if it were not for
discretization. This latter state is indicated by a positive reference acceleration aREF for the
previous period and a negative reference acceleration a+REF for the following period.

Hence overall our test is:

ṽ > 0 and
{

aREF = 0 or
{

aREF > 0 and a+REF < 0
}}

(12)

We now check whether additional time increments can be inserted with the vehicle
cruising at a speed of ṽ, without the distance for these increments exceeding D. Due to the
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discretization, we are unlikely to be able to catch up all the distance in D (though that is the
goal), so instead, we insert as many time increments as possible in order to travel as close
as possible to D metres. Since by cruising at a speed of ṽ m/s we will travel ∆ṽ metres in
one time increment of ∆ seconds, the number of time increments we will be able to insert is:

number n of cruising time intervals =

[
D
∆ṽ

]
(13)

where for any real number x the notation [x] denotes the largest integer ≤ x. These time
increments are then inserted, before moving on to consider the next time increment from
the reference speed profile.

Having applied this process to the full time period of the reference speed profile, it
is likely that there will be a small amount of cumulative lost distance remaining at the
end. This is accounted for by rewinding to the last time at which cruising increments were
inserted, and inserting additional increments at that time to account for as much of the
remaining cumulative lost distance as is possible within the error of discretization.

3.5. Overall Solution Process

The solution process makes use of three methods corresponding to the techniques
described in Sections 3.2–3.4. A method in this sense is a computational process with given
inputs and outputs as follows:

(ã,ṽ) = BoundAcceleration (x, u, ∆, pmax, aREF) (14)

(ã,ṽ) = BoundDeceleration (u, ∆, aREF) (15)

n = CalculateCruisingTime (ṽ, D, ∆). (16)

The method BoundAcceleration, applied only when aREF > 0, first estimates an upper
bound on acceleration over a time interval of length ∆ seconds given an initial speed of
u m/s and given a bound on vehicle specific power of pmax W/kg. The acceleration bound
will vary with both speed u and location x (the latter dependence due to variations in
gradient). The upper bound is estimated by the iterative process (8) based on (7) and (9),
with the converged solution denoted amax (m/s2). The method then provides as output the
bounded acceleration ã (in relation to the input reference/default acceleration aREF) and
the corresponding speed ṽ according to:

ã = min(aREF, amax) ṽ = u + ã∆ . (17)

The method BoundDeceleration, applied only when aREF < 0, bounds acceleration
from below to avoid physically impossible (negative) speed on exit from the time increment.
It provides as output the bounded acceleration ã (in relation to aREF) and corresponding
speed ṽ according to:

ã = max
(

aREF,− u
∆

)
ṽ = u + ã∆. (18)

The method CalculateCruisingTime is applied after either of the two methods above,
and only when three conditions are all met: (i) the adjusted speed ṽ > 0, (ii) the reference
acceleration is indicative of cruising (aREF = 0 or {aREF > 0 and a+REF < 0}), and (iii) the
cumulative lost distance D > 0. It provides as output the maximum number n of time
intervals of length ∆ seconds at which a vehicle may cruise at ṽ m/s in order to recover the
most lost distance, according to (13). An implementation issue to note is that since aREF is
stored as a real number, the practical test of “zero acceleration” applied is |aREF| < ε for
some small ε > 0.

With these three methods as the building blocks, it is then possible to describe the
overall adjustment process. Suppose that a vehicle is moving in time and space along a
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stretch of road of given length L metres, and that time is discretized into increments of
length ∆ seconds. Let

{
vREF

0 , vREF
1 , . . . , vREF

m
}

denote the speeds over time increments in
a given reference driving cycle, with vREF

i m/s the reference speed at the end of the ith
time increment (i.e., so at continuous time i∆). Assuming uniform acceleration within a
time increment (between the exit speed of the last time increment and the exit speed of
the present one), Equation (4) may be applied to additionally infer a reference acceleration
profile

{
aREF

1 , aREF
2 , . . . , aREF

m
}

. In addition, Equation (5) may be used to deduce a reference
distance-time profile

{
xREF

1 , xREF
2 , . . . , xREF

m
}

. The basic logic of the adjustment method is
that a vehicle will attempt to follow the acceleration/deceleration patterns in the reference
acceleration profile, as far as possible; and that at the same time the distance lag relative
to the reference speed profile will be used to indicate when additional cruising time steps
should be inserted.

- The solution process to deduce the adjusted speed profile vADJ =
{

vADJ
0 , vADJ

1 , . . .
}

and acceleration profile aADJ =
{

aADJ
1 , aADJ

2 , . . .
}

is defined in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. Overall solution process.

1. Initialise the vector vADJ with the single element vADJ
0 = vREF

0 , and initialise aADJ as an
empty vector. Set u = vADJ

0 . Set x = 0.
2. For j = 1, 2, . . . , m do the following steps in sequence of increasing j:

a. If aREF
j > 0, apply: (ã,ṽ) = BoundAcceleration

(
x, u, ∆, pmax, aREF

j

)
.

b. If aREF
j < 0, apply: (ã,ṽ) = BoundDeceleration

(
u, ∆, aREF

j

)
.

c. If aREF
j = 0, set ã = 0 and ṽ = u. Set d+ = 0.

d. Append vADJ with ṽ and aADJ with ã.

e. If ṽ > 0 and (
∣∣∣aREF

j

∣∣∣ < ε or (aREF
j > 0 and aREF

j+1 < 0)) and D = xREF
j − x > 0 apply:

n = CalculateCruisingTime(ṽ, D, ∆). Otherwise set n = 0.
f. Append vADJ with n additional elements of ṽ, and aADJ with n additional elements

of 0.
g. Set x = x + 1

2 (u + ṽ)∆ + nṽ∆.
h. Set u = ṽ

4. Application of Adjustment Process and Discussion

The adjustment process described in Section 3 will now be applied to the WMTC
driving cycles for motorcycles described in Section 2.2, adapted for L-category electric
quadricycles based on the empirical evidence described in Section 2.1. As noted earlier
in Figure 2, following the WMTC driving cycles gives rise to a problem for the electric
quadricycles under study, as the speed/acceleration profiles assumed would give rise to
violations of the limits on Vehicle Specific Power (VSP). In the first part of the analysis,
we study the adjusted profiles assuming that the stretches of road are completely flat;
note that the original WMTC profiles do not refer to a gradient. In the second part of the
analysis, we perform a sensitivity analysis, exploring the impact of including gradients in
the correction process.

When summarising the kinetic properties of the various driving cycles, the following
statistics are calculated for the whole profile:

- mean and maximum speed;
- mean acceleration considering only positive acceleration events;
- maximum acceleration, estimated as the mean of the ten highest acceleration events;
- mean deceleration considering only negative acceleration events;
- maximum deceleration, estimated as the mean of the ten highest deceleration events;
- total idling time, estimated as the number of time increments with vehicle speed < 10−9 m/s;
- total travel time to traverse the road segment.
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4.1. Adjusted Speed Profiles: Flat Road Stretches

The adjustment process was applied to the two WMTC driving cycles and the three
vehicle types, with the results for WMTC Cycle 1 given in Table 3 (kinetic summary
statistics) and Table 4 (corresponding power/energy statistics), and the results for WMTC
Cycle 1 in Tables 5 and 6.

Table 3. Kinetic summary statistics of adjusted drive cycles (WMTC Cycle 1).

Profile
Speed (m/s) Positive Acceleration

(m/s2)
Negative Acceleration

(m/s2)
Total

Idling
Time (s)

Total
Travel

Time (s)Mean Max Mean Max Mean Max

Reference 4.89 6.94 0.60 1.64 −0.44 −1.66 185.0 1201.0
Type 1 Adjusted 4.87 6.94 0.60 1.64 −0.44 −1.66 185.0 1206.7
Type 2 Adjusted 4.87 6.94 0.60 1.64 −0.44 −1.66 185.0 1206.7
Type 3 Adjusted 4.87 6.94 0.60 1.64 −0.44 −1.66 185.0 1206.7

Table 4. Energy-related summary statistics of adjusted drive cycles (WMTC Cycle 1).

Vehicle Profile Total Energy
(Wh)

Regenerated
Energy (Wh)

% Time in
Negative

Energy State

% Time in
Positive

Energy State

Type 1 Reference 296.19 21.93 8.49 91.42
Adjusted 294.68 21.52 8.46 91.46

Type 2 Reference 293.95 21.03 7.99 91.92
Adjusted 292.60 20.63 7.96 91.96

Type 3 Reference 361.29 34.47 7.99 91.92
Adjusted 361.29 34.47 7.99 91.92

Table 5. Kinetic summary statistics of adjusted drive cycles (WMTC Cycle 2).

Profile
Speed (m/s) Positive Acceleration

(m/s2)
Negative Acceleration

(m/s2)
Total

Idling
Time (s)

Total
Travel

Time (s)Mean Max Mean Max Mean Max

Reference 6.33 12.50 0.46 1.64 −0.55 −1.74 227.0 1201.00
Type 1 Adjusted 6.20 11.87 0.44 1.64 −0.54 −1.74 233.0 1226.14
Type 2 Adjusted 6.20 11.87 0.44 1.64 −0.54 −1.74 233.0 1226.14
Type 3 Adjusted 6.32 12.50 0.46 1.64 −0.55 −1.74 227.0 1203.22

Table 6. Energy-related summary statistics of adjusted drive cycles (WMTC Cycle 2).

Vehicle Profile Total Energy
(Wh)

Regenerated
Energy (Wh)

% Time in
Negative

Energy State

% Time in
Positive

Energy State

Type 1 Reference 460.65 52.86 16.65 83.26
Adjusted 456.46 47.57 15.82 84.09

Type 2 Reference 445.23 50.76 15.65 84.26
Adjusted 442.64 45.65 14.85 85.07

Type 3 Reference 587.83 83.28 15.65 84.26
Adjusted 586.59 82.38 15.63 84.29

Tables 3 and 4 suggest that, for WMTC cycle 1, the modifications made to the speed
profile to make it compatible with low-power electric vehicles do not generate large dif-
ferences in the drive cycle statistics (only −0.4% change in average speed). This is also
reflected in a small decrease in total energy consumption (−0.3%) and regenerated energy
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(−1.3%). The same trend was found for WMTC Cycle 2 (Tables 5 and 6), where the maxi-
mum differences were found for Vehicle Type 1 and Type 2, with adjustments to average
speed of −2%, maximum speed of −5%, average positive acceleration of −4% and average
negative acceleration of −2%. These modifications to the driving cycle also have an impact
on total energy consumption (−0.6%) and particularly on regenerated energy (−7%).

As anticipated, the least adjustment required is for Vehicle Type 3, with the largest
maximum power, with no adjustment required to Cycle 1 and a minimal adjustment to
Cycle 2. For the other vehicle types, small but appreciable differences can be observed.
A general pattern is that the adjusted profiles are associated with slightly less overall
energy consumption (up to 0.9% decrease in energy consumption), but also significantly
less regenerated energy (up to 10% decrease). In all cases where adjustments are made, the
time to traverse the given section of road is longer than in the reference case (with travel
time increasing from 0.5 to 2.1%), reflecting the expected reduction in speed. Consequently,
these results indicate that the modifications introduced in the cycles do not translate into
large modifications in total energy consumption, which provides a good baseline for com-
parison, even though the modifications introduced reduce acceleration (and consequently
deceleration), penalizing the positive impact of regenerative braking.

While the summary measures provide some indication of the effects, they are bet-
ter appreciated by exploring plots of individual cases. Unless otherwise stated we will
henceforth focus on Vehicle Type 2 as an example (since it is one of the types with a lower
maximum VSP of 9, and so requires more significant adjustments). The adjusted speed
profiles for the two reference driving cycles are illustrated in Figures 5 and 6. With gen-
erally lower speeds the adjustments to Cycle 1 are relatively smaller. The effects of the
adjustment—though evident in both profiles—are more easily appreciated with Cycle 2,
and so we shall henceforth focus on examining Cycle 2.
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In particular, in Figure 6, in the earlier stage of the profile (up to about time 250), a
general reduction in peak speed at the same time increment can be observed (due to the
acceleration capping process). After that time, it is increasingly evident that the peaks of
the adjusted profile are time-lagged behind those of the reference profile (due to the process
of “catching up” distance), and so then any comparison can be made allowing for this
growing time-lag during the period represented.

For the case of Reference Cycle 2, the effect on the distance-time profile (Figure 7)
confirms the increasing time-lag of the adjusted profile behind the reference profile, along
the length of the route profile.
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In Figure 8, the limiting effect of the adjustment is evident, with the peaks of the
reference profile eliminated so that the adjusted profile is within the maximum VSP
bound. However, when we correlate these adjustments in time with the acceleration
profile (Figure 9) it is evident that these adjustments are not simply about curbing high
acceleration events; VSP is a combination of speed and acceleration. In the early part of the
profile there is practically no adjustment (so the two acceleration profiles overlap), but then
similarly to the adjustments to speed, an increasing time lag of the adjusted profile can be
seen in the acceleration peaks.
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4.2. Adjusted Speed Profiles: Sensitivity Analysis to Gradient

In the analysis in Section 4.1, a flat terrain was assumed. In practice, there may be hilly
terrain that could particularly affect the performance of L-category EVs. This is especially
likely to be true when accelerating on uphill terrain, with now a triple dependence to
capture between velocity, acceleration, and gradient. In addition, EVs have a particular
feature of regenerative braking, which is likely to be especially relevant in downhill sections.

We are not aware of any equivalent reference profiles to the WMTC reference profiles
for use in undulating terrain. However, the approach described in Section 3 is able to
nevertheless create an adjusted profile for undulating terrain, given a reference profile for
flat terrain. This is because VSP depends on all three of (velocity, acceleration, gradient), and
so bounding VSP will automatically allow for changes in gradient. As an initial illustration
of the performance of the method on such terrain, and to easily perform sensitivity tests,
the approach taken is to hypothesize a smooth, symmetric hill/valley, and to vary the
gradient profile. The equation of the height of the hill/valley in metres as a function of the
distance along the route profile is given by:

g(x) =
k
L

x(L− x) (0 ≤ x ≤ L; L > 0;−∞ < k < ∞) (19)

where L metres is the length of the route profile, and where k > 0 corresponds to a hill
and k < 0 to a valley. Note that this route profile has the start and endpoints at the same
elevation (i.e., zero net gain in elevation over the whole profile). The implied gradient
function, as is needed for (1), is given by:

θ1(x) = g′(x) =
k
L
(L− 2x) (0 ≤ x ≤ L). (20)

From (20), it is evident that the parameter k denotes the gradient on entry to the route
profile as well as the negative of the gradient on exit from it.

Figure 10 compares the adjusted speed profile obtained for k = 0.03 in Equations (19)
and (20), with that obtained on a flat terrain (k = 0; the ‘Adjusted’ profile from Figure 6).
For k > 0, the maximum positive gradient in the profile (19) is at the start of the route,
gradually decaying to zero at half-way along the route. Thus, the VSP-based adjustment,
in taking into account speed, acceleration, and gradient, makes the maximum impact in
the first part of the route, as can be seen from the comparison in Figure 10. This in turn
increases the time-lagged effect of subsequent peaks, since the vehicle has travelled more
slowly on the first part of the journey. The second part of the route is characterized by an
increasingly downhill section, and in that case, less adjustment is needed to speed than on
the flat, explaining why some comparable peaks are higher for k = 0.03 than for k = 0.

We now turn to a different kind of comparison and aim to answer the question of how
much gradient matters. In order to do this:

- Firstly, adjusted speed profiles are calculated (i) assuming a flat terrain (k = 0), and
then (ii) assuming a given value of k (k = kTRUE). We shall refer to (i) as the flat-
adjusted profile, and to (ii) as the gradient-adjusted profile.

- The impacts of following each of these profiles on an undulating terrain are then
evaluated by running each of the speed profiles to compute the VSPs on a terrain with
k = kTRUE.

- Considering the typical, ultimate application of reference speed profiles in making
assessments of overall energy/environmental impacts, we then examine how much
gradient influences the overall energy consumption along the route profile, by com-
puting the energy expended following the two speed profiles, under a common
assumption of k = kTRUE.

- Recalling that from Section 2.1, both the adjustment (through the maximum VSP) and
the energy model depend on vehicle type, the comparisons above are repeated for
different vehicle types.
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adjusted from WMTC Reference Cycle 2; Vehicle Type 2).

In Figure 11, we compare the VSP profiles for the undulating terrain under the two
assumed speed profiles. Since the ‘Flat’ adjusted speed profile was computed by neglecting
the impact of gradient, it no longer is able to guarantee that the maximum VSP of 9 is not
violated; there are instances in the figure illustrated (notably at the beginning of the route,
where the uphill gradient is highest) where the ‘Flat’ VSP does indeed violate this bound.

In Figure 12, the consequential effects on differences in cumulative energy consumed
are displayed. The pattern for the first part of the route section (the uphill part) is that
following the speed profile computed for the true undulating profile gives rise to slightly
less energy consumed than when following a profile computed for a flat profile, but that for
the second (downhill) part this is gradually reversed, and in fact at the end of the route, the
speed profile for a flat route gives slightly less energy. This might seem counter-intuitive—
surely a profile that is calculated knowing the true undulating profile should be better than
one that does not? It should be recalled that the adjustments being made are not intended
to represent some kind of optimal strategy for minimizing VSP or energy. Instead, we are
attempting to follow as closely as possible a reference speed pattern that is intended to
be a realistic behavioural representation. The objective of developing the adjusted speed
profile might be described as “attempt to follow the reference speed profile, and when this
is not possible go as fast as possible to approach the reference profile within the limits of
vehicle power”. Since there is a complex relationship between speed/acceleration/gradient
and energy consumption, there is nothing in the developed methodology that ensures
the developed profiles are maximally efficient for energy consumed. In this case, we are
seeing the effect of the pattern observed in Figure 10, where the higher speeds on the later
downhill parts of the route have resulted in higher energy consumption in the second part
of the journey.
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Our objective in studying energy impacts is, rather than evaluating the efficiency of
different speed profiles, to explore the sensitivity of energy consumed, and especially to
what extent bespoke speed profiles might be needed for undulating terrain. In Table 7, three
speed profile assumptions are compared: the original reference speed profile (‘Reference’),
an adjusted profile computed assuming a flat terrain (‘Flat adj speed’), and an adjusted
profile that is bespoke to the assumption on gradient through k (‘Grad adj speed’). This
is repeated for three different assumptions on the parameter k in (19) and (20), and for
three different vehicle types (which differ in their maximum VSP and energy consumption
parameters, as described in Section 2.1). Relative to the reference profile, the differences
between the flat and gradient profiles are extremely small, in the order of 1%. The direction
of the differences is not the same across all vehicle types; for Vehicle Type 3, the flat
profiles give a lower total energy consumption than the bespoke profiles, but for Vehicle
Types 1 and 2 this is reversed. However, as noted earlier above, we do not place any
significance on the direction of these differences, since we are not aiming to propose energy-
optimal profiles in any sense. More important is that the scale of the differences at the
level of the complete route section are small. Thus, depending on the objective of the
study, it may be justifiable to assume the profiles developed for a flat profile on undulating
terrain, even though this gives rise to some violations of the maximum VSP. On the other
hand, if detailed dynamic control measures are to be evaluated, then a bespoke speed
profile for any undulating terrain is likely to be needed. Table 8 confirms these impacts on
regenerative energy.

Table 7. Total energy consumption (Wh) under alternative speed profiles, gradient assumptions, and
vehicle types (symmetric hill, WMTC Reference Cycle 2).

Vehicle Type 1 Vehicle Type 2 Vehicle Type 3

k 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.05
Reference 463.9 462.0 457.1 448.2 445.5 439.1 591.5 594.9 597.7

Flat adj speed 457.5 452.4 449.4 443.5 437.5 432.8 591.2 593.6 596.6
Grad adj speed 458.59 455.5 454.2 444.5 440.8 438.2 590.8 593.0 593.9

Table 8. Percentage of regenerative energy under alternative speed profiles, gradient assumptions,
and vehicle types (symmetric hill, WMTC Reference Cycle 2).

Vehicle Type 1 Vehicle Type 2 Vehicle Type 3

k 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.05
Reference 11.65 12.49 14.42 11.58 12.43 14.39 14.39 15.25 17.31

Flat adj speed 10.63 11.47 13.48 10.52 11.37 13.40 14.26 15.13 17.19
Grad adj speed 10.64 11.59 13.45 10.53 11.48 13.34 14.30 15.13 17.08

A similar approach was made now with a symmetric valley, as opposed to a symmetric
hill, which corresponds to k < 0 in (19) and (20). Combining the results on total energy
consumption in Tables 7 and 9, it can be seen that the average variation between the
reference, flat adjusted speed, and gradient adjusted speed is less than −1% between
k = −0.01 and k = 0.01, up to −3% for k = −0.03 and k = 0.03. The difference is reduced
to −2% between k = −0.05 and k = 0.05.

When analyzing only the impact of slope profile on regeneration (Tables 8 and 10), it
can be observed that the combination of speed and the type of slope profile can lead to in-
creasing differences as the slope increases. For instance, the average variation for reference,
flat adjusted speed, and gradient adjusted speed is around −3% between k = −0.01 and
k = 0.01, −5% comparing k = −0.03 and k = 0.03 and −10% for k = −0.05 and k = 0.05.
This just indicates the importance of the slope magnitude and its impact when combined
with a speed schedule, even considering that the driving cycle is adjusted to have speed
and acceleration values adequate to real-world driving.
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Table 9. Total energy consumption (Wh) under alternative speed profiles, gradient assumptions, and
vehicle types (symmetric valley, WMTC Reference Cycle 2).

Vehicle Type 1 Vehicle Type 2 Vehicle Type 3

k −0.01 −0.03 −0.05 −0.01 −0.03 −0.05 −0.01 −0.03 −0.05
Reference 458.9 446.4 447.1 443.5 430.5 429.6 586.7 579.6 588.9

Flat adj speed 458.6 439.5 443.0 444.7 425.1 427.7 585.5 578.3 587.7
Grad adj speed 460.2 441.1 443.1 446.3 426.9 427.7 584.9 576.8 583.8

Table 10. Percentage of regenerative energy under alternative speed profiles, gradient assumptions,
and vehicle types (symmetric valley, WMTC Reference Cycle 2).

Vehicle Type 1 Vehicle Type 2 Vehicle Type 3

k −0.01 −0.03 −0.05 −0.01 −0.03 −0.05 −0.01 −0.03 −0.05
Reference 11.37 11.92 13.08 11.28 11.86 13.03 13.98 14.45 15.56

Flat adj speed 10.26 10.97 12.15 10.15 10.87 12.05 13.87 14.36 15.47
Grad adj speed 10.18 10.92 12.10 10.07 10.82 11.99 13.83 14.24 15.36

5. Case Study Application

Finally, we apply the method to a real-life road gradient profile, as measured in the city
of Lisbon. This is an interesting case due to the undulating terrain, and because the data
used were part of the study that calibrated the power and energy relationships, as described
in Section 2.1. A stretch of road was considered of a similar length to that considered in
WMTC Reference Cycle 2 (see Section 2.2), for which the road profile is illustrated in
Figure 13. If the WMTC Reference Cycle 2 speeds are exactly followed, then the portion
of the gradient up to the red line is used. Again considering Vehicle Type 2 (as defined in
Table 7) and the WMTC reference speeds (Figure 1), the resulting VSP profile (Figure 14)
again shows violations of the maximum VSP, suggesting that the reference speed profile
is not suited to this vehicle type and terrain. Applying the methodology described in
Section 3, a modified speed profile is produced (Figure 15). It is noticeable that, as would be
anticipated, many of the speed modifications are associated with steeper uphill sections of
the profile; for example, significant modifications are apparent towards the end of the cycle,
corresponding to the final uphill section of Figure 13. A comparison of the VSP profiles
corresponding to the reference and modified speeds is given in Figure 16, and confirms
that the method is successful in constraining VSP to a feasible range, with the impacts on
energy consumption depicted in Figure 17.

As a final experiment, we performed an analysis of the road slope in a forward and
reversed direction, with the summary statistics for the original direction in Tables 11 and 12,
and for the reverse direction in Tables 13 and 14. The adjusted results indicate a small
difference of −0.8% in total travel time under the reverse topography compared with the
original. However, at the same time, the total energy is reduced by 4.9%, regenerated
energy decreases by 4.6%, while the percentage of time in a negative energy state increases
by 6.5% for the reversed slope compared with the original topography. This suggests that
the original road slope combined with the real-world cycle, after adjustment, is more energy
demanding, but also produces higher energy from regeneration, although there are fewer
opportunities to regenerate. Such a comparison demonstrates the complexity of real-world
driving energy consumption on an L-category EV.
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Table 11. Kinetic summary statistics under reference and adjusted speed profiles for the Lisbon case.

Profile
Speed (m/s) Positive Acceleration

(m/s2)
Negative Acceleration

(m/s2)
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Time (s)

Total
Travel
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Table 12. Energy-related summary statistics under reference and adjusted speed profiles for the
Lisbon case.

Profile Total Energy
(Wh)

Regenerated
Energy (Wh)

% Time in
Negative

Energy State

% Time in
Positive

Energy State

Reference 428.67 75.32 21.82 78.10
Adjusted 427.78 71.46 21.44 78.48

Table 13. Kinetic summary statistics under reference and adjusted speed profiles for the Lisbon case
with reversed road profile.

Profile
Speed (m/s) Positive Acceleration

(m/s2)
Negative Acceleration

(m/s2)
Total

Idling
Time (s)

Total
Travel

Time (s)Mean Max Mean Max Mean Max

Reference 6.33 12.50 0.46 1.64 −0.55 −1.74 227.0 1201.00
Adjusted 6.13 11.72 0.43 1.63 −0.53 −1.73 238.0 1240.42
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Table 14. Energy-related summary statistics under reference and adjusted speed profiles for the
Lisbon case with reversed road profile.

Profile Total Energy
(Wh)

Regenerated
Energy (Wh)

% Time in
Negative

Energy State

% Time in
Positive

Energy State

Reference 411.95 74.19 24.40 75.52
Adjusted 406.59 68.16 22.84 77.08

6. Conclusions

In the context of an expected emergence of L-category electric vehicles in the urban
context, a generic methodology has been developed to adjust reference speed profiles to
be applicable to the performance characteristics of these specific vehicles, while also ac-
counting for different terrains. The methodology comprises three main elements: bounding
maximum instantaneous power by dynamically limiting acceleration, given the current
speed and gradient; bounding decelerations to avoid physically impossible speeds that
may otherwise arise due to previous adjustments to speeds; and inserting cruising periods
to ensure that the modified profile covers the same route length, albeit over a longer period
of time.

The methodology has been applied, firstly, to derive speed profiles for electric quadri-
cycles on flat terrain, given reference speed profiles for motorcycles. The results show that
adjustments made to cope with the power limitations of L-EV do not introduce significant
differences in energy consumption, suggesting that the certification does not require an
extensive modification. Secondly, it was explored to what extent bespoke speed profiles
are necessary for undulating terrain, as opposed to adopting the speed profiles developed
for flat terrain in all cases. The first set of tests considered a fictitious road profile that was
easily adjustable, namely a symmetric hill versus a symmetric valley. In this case, it was
found that the power limitations, as well as the combination of a fixed driving profile and
different magnitudes of slope and shapes of slope, lead to differences of up to 5% in energy
use and of up to 10% in regenerated energy. The second set of tests analyzed the impact
of topography on real-world driving cycles and slope (by considering a real-world profile
driven in both directions), and qualitatively confirmed the results obtained for the fictitious
profile tests.

The developed speed profiles are useful in their own right for studies that wish to
assess the impacts of different measures and policies on electric quadricycles, with the
advantage of considering regenerative capabilities and road grade, which are crucial in the
characterization of energy performance in real-world conditions. The developed method
may be readily extended to other L-category electric vehicles, given the relevant input
information on vehicle specific power relations and maximum VSP.
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